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Will Vinson has an international reputation as a leader and sideman. Will has appeared with his
own group and as a sideman around the world in North America, Europe, and Asia. Will's
saxophone playing is executed with incredible power and dramatic sensitivity, and is characterized
by his imposing sound and technique. After moving to New York in 1999, he has gone on to
record and perform with several acclaimed artists including Kurt Rosenwinkel, Chris Potter,
Kurt Elling, Mike Moreno, Lage Lund, Aaron Parks, Marcus Gilmore, and many others. In this
masterclass, Will shares his insight to composing and presenting original music, exhibiting
masterclas
professionalism in the rehearsal and performance setting, mastering odd time signatures, and
becoming creative with your improvisatory lines.
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ASK YOUR MENTOR
As a member of Elite Music
Mentor, you’re not only paying for
the incredible content but also for
a complete interactive experience
with our community. Do not
hesitate to post your questions
on our “Ask Your Mentor” section.
There are no stupid questions!
The best and most active user will
be chosen every month to recieve
one free masterclass of their choice.
Our mentors will periodically
answer all of your questions
directly and guide you through the
learning process. Together, we can
tackle and conquer all of our music
goals and aspirations.

STAY UP TO DATE
Join us on your musical journey. Follow us on social media to stay up to date with new
masterclasses releases, live music footage of our artists, and much more. Let us know how we’re
doing or if there is anything you’d like us to improve about our platform. Our mission is to
create a flourishing community of mentors and students who are as passionate about music as
we are and dedicated to nurture the live music scene and elevate the quality of music education.

@EliteMusicMentor @EliteMusicMentor
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@E_MusicMentor
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WILL VINSON
Contents

Chapter I

Presenting Your Music
Leadsheet Writing
Will offers several pointers for putting together a legible, clear,
and concise leadsheet for your band after you’ve completed
your new composition for rehearsal.

Presenting Your Music: Leadsheet Writing - Overview Ch. 1, pg.6

Presenting
Your Music:
Leadsheet
Writing

“Try to strike the balance
by being concise but not
writing too much
information.”

The subject of presenting your music to the band is not
commonly discussed in the music business or even music
education. Will Vinson believes there are a few simple rules
to follow when putting together a leadsheet for your
compositions. The main rules are keeping things short, simple,
clean, and concise. Only include information if it helps the
people that will eventually
e
be rehearsing your music with you
to visualize and perform the music on the stage.
If your music is made up of multiple secetions, denote that
with a double-bar line. If there’s a separate ending section,
consider placing this section as a coda on a separate page so
that the musicians are visually drawn to it on the page and
do not mistake it as part of the main song form. If you think
there is some critical element that the musicians need to
know about the music but you would probably require a lot
of space on the paper to explain that element, you may need
to save it for the rehearsal when you can simply explain that
what you want in person. These are just some of the ideas
that Will talks about in this lesson.
Finally, Will runs through a couple of his own compositions
and shows
sh
how he organized the leadsheets. He gives his
reasoning behind some of the choices he made when
writing the leadsheet and includes other options for students
facing similar difficulties.
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Ch. 1, pg.7

CRAFTING CHARTS PART I

• No physical manifestation except the chart until you have
the recording
• Chart needs to look like the music you are hearing you
- can’t be sloppy
• Your band should be able to see it and hear it
• A beginner would probably still sound bad regardless
• Get as much information as possible while being clean and
organized
• Be able to show the form, use it as a guideline
• Use page numbers

No transcriptions or homework or this section.
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CRAFTING CHARTS PART II

• Be economical but not too economical
• Use the Coda to separate the ending, be organized
• Don’t mistake it for a 1st/2nd ending
• If the first A and A’ are much different, consider simply
rewriting that section to avoid clutter and confusion

No transcriptions or homework or this section.
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CRAFTING CHARTS PART III

• If there are a lot of hits in your head, have a separate
section for solos
• Having extra information on the solo section will make
the soloist confused
• A separate section for solos will help your soloist focus on
running the changes

No transcriptions or homework
home
or this section.
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CRAFTING CHARTS PART IV

• When you finish your chart, take a moment to see if you
like how it looks
• If it has unnecessary information, or is formatted strangely,
your band will have a hard time playing your music

No transcriptions or homework or this section.
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Crafting Charts Part V
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CRAFTING CHARTS PART V

• Provide transposed parts for transposing instruments
• You may not have to provide transposed parts for most
horn players who can transpose on the spot unless the
music is very fast or complex
• Don’t simply use software to transpose, because the
program my put a bunch of unnecessary accidentals and
enharmonics
enha
• Scan through for these issues

No transcriptions or homework or this section.
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Crafting Charts Part V - Homework
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CRAFTING CHARTS PART V

• Choose a composition you’ve been working on and
using the next page, write out a proper, clear leadsheet
using the guidelines given by Will in through the first
5 sections of this class
• Compare your leadsheet to those provided by Will.
What are the similarities and differences?

ASK YOUR MENTOR
Interact with other users on the website and ask questions!
Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you
through your musical journey. The best student will be
selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of
their choice.
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Crafting Charts Part V - Homework

Ch. 1, pg.13

Crafting Charts Part V - Leadsheet
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“Whillouby General” by Will Vinson
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WHILLOUBY GENERAL

• You can tell them that it has a backbeat rather than
putting extra ink on the page and making it more difficult
to read
• Make the phrase lengths try to fit the lines
• Use double-bar lines to indicate new phrases
• Delete unnecessary bars
• Pull down
d
the system and make them equally spaced

Refer to the next page for the leadsheet.
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“Whilouby General” by Will Vinson
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“Whillouby General” - Leadsheet

“The Clock Killer” by Will Vinson
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THE CLOCK KILLER

• Try to fit everything on a page if possible
• Try to strike the balance by being concise but not writing
too much information
• In summary : How can I make this chart look as good as
possible and how do I make it as easy as possible for my
band to perform?

Refer to the next page for the leadsheet. No further
homework for this chapter.
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“The Clock Killer” by Will Vinson

“The Clock Killer” - Leadsheet
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